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Abstract

Uncertainties from experiments and models render multi-modal difficulties in
model calibrations. Bayesian inference and mcmc algorithm have been ap-
plied to obtain posterior distributions of model parameters upon uncertainty.
However, multi-modality leads to difficulty in convergence criterion of par-
allel mcmc sampling chains. The commonly applied R̂ diagnostic does not
behave well when multiple sampling chains are evolving to different modes.
Both partitional and hierarchical clustering methods has been combined to
the traditional R̂ diagnostic to deal with sampling of target distributions that
are rough and multi-modal. It is observed that the distributions of binding
parameters and pore diffusion of particle parameters are multi-modal. There-
fore, the steric mass-action model used to describe ion-exchange effects of the
model protein, lysozyme, on the sp Sepharose ff stationary phase might not
be fully capable in certain experimental conditions, as model uncertainty
from steric mass-action would result in multi-modality.
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1. Introduction

Model-based methods can be an alternative to experiments in mechanism
exploit, design of experiments, process design and prediction (Guiochon et al.,
2003). Chromatography is one of the most commonly applied technologies
in the downstream processing of biomoecules (Carta & Jungbauer, 2010). In
chromatographic field, model-based studies have emerged since 1940s (Mar-
tin & Synge, 1941; James & Martin, 1952; Wilson, 1940; DeVault, 1943;
Craig, 1944) and, hitherto, extensive papers have been published (Guiochon
et al., 2006; Antos & Seidel-Morgenstern, 2001; Aumann & Morbidelli, 2007;
Hahn et al., 2014; Leweke & von Lieres, 2016). Identification of model pa-
rameters in model calibration step (i.e., parameter estimation) is inevitable
in the framework of model-based studies, to further exploit models. Deter-
ministic (von Lieres & Andersson, 2010; Hahn et al., 2014; Forssén et al.,
2006; Osberghaus et al., 2012b), heuristic (Gao & Engell, 2005; Kaczmarski
& Antos, 2006; Xu et al., 2013; Huuk et al., 2014), and stochastic (He et al.,
2019; Briskot et al., 2019) algorithms have been adopted to solve the inverse
problems of chromatographic models.

Recently, Bayesian inference has been applied to deal with the parameter
estimation of chromatographic models, which generally renders versatile in-
formation (Briskot et al., 2019; He & Zhao, 2019). Particularly, Bayesian in-
ference involves an interpretation of uncertainties, ranging from experiment,
modelling, and numerical solution, into parameter description of probabili-
ties. Measurement of the uncertainties are propagated in a mathematically
consistent manner. The Bayesian perspective differs fundamentally with the
frequentist one (e.g., maximum likelihood estimation), in which point esti-
mate is attained.

Markov Chain Monte Carlo (mcmc) is a key computational tool in Bayesian
statistics. Computationally, mcmc makes tactable many applied Bayesian
analysis that were analytically intactable and impractical, by generating a
sample of posterior draws. It has proven to converge to the target distribution
when the number of draws approaches infinity. Although the applicability
of mcmc, approaching infinity could raise computational cost even in the
computing world with exponential growth in processor speeds, when solving
complex and higher-dimensional problems, in particular, problems that are
full of many local optima. In other words, two of the most common causes
of slow convergence are multi-modality and dimensional dependence (Van-
Derwerken, 2015). In the chromatography field, we are often fitting models
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with large numbers of parameters. Moreover, the strong non-linearity of the
likelihood in the chromatographic field could cause multi-modality. However,
according to our limited knowledge, few studies have reported in the pub-
lished literature and elucidated the multi-modality situations in parameter
estimation of chromatographic models. In practical implementation with in-
sufficient sampling length, according to experience, it could render arbitrary
bad results in some scenarios . Therefore, determining how finite long to run
is sufficient to mimic and reproduce the target distribution is an important
and challenging topic. Practically, we rely heavily on statistical diagnostics
to judge and claim convergence. Various convergence diagnostics are avail-
able, e.g., Heidelberger & Welch (1983), Cowles & Carlin (1996), Brooks &
Gelman (1998), Mengersen et al. (1999), Gelman & Rubin (1992), Raftery
& Lewis (1992), Plummer et al. (2006), Paul et al. (2012).

Various technologies have been presented to enhance the convergence
rate (Haario et al., 2006; Braak, 2006). Parallelism is a strategy to speed-
up convergence and identify multiple modes. Due to its iterative nature,
mcmc is inherently serial and thus can not be parallelized in programming
(e.g., openMP). Parallelism can be applied in such ways: 1) multiple chains
of mcmc are run in parallel, where the chains can be either independent
(i.e., embarrassingly parallel mcmc) or communicative (interacting paral-
lel mcmc). Running multiple chains in parallel does not lead to significant
speedups when one chain’s convergence is slow, since each of them must be
run long enough to equilibrate (Geyer, 1992); this is also related to conver-
gence diagnostic for multiple chains. So the above parallelism idea seems
contradictory in the literature (cf. “many short runs” versus “one long run”
in Geyer (1991) for detailed information). Since the multi-modal feature of
target distribution in chromatography, “many short runs” are inclined in this
study.

Furthermore, running multiple chains is critical to any convergence di-
agnostics. Among the various convergence diagnostics (cf. Cowles & Carlin
(1996), Mengersen et al. (1999), Robert & Casella (2011) for review), the po-

tential scale reduction factor, R̂, is the most widely used one. It has been in-
tegrated into widely applied software packages (e.g., Stan, JAGS, WinBUGS,

openBUGS, PyMC3). The factor R̂ starts several Markov chains at overdis-
persed initial values, and monitors convergence by comparing between- and
within-chain variances for selected scalar functions of the chains by means of
a scale reduction factor. A multivariate extension introduced later by Brooks
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& Gelman (1998). But, R̂ still fails to diagnose poor mixing when the chain
has a heavy tail or when the variance varies across the chains. Vehtari et al.
(2021) then introduced rank-based split-R̂ to fix these problems.

However, the R̂ diagnostic is still not without limitations. In sampling of
rough or multi-modal posterior distribution in chromatographic field, where
the above mentioned parallelism technique has been applied to boost, the
R̂ diagnostic does not behave well. Specifically, in order to have R̂, e.g.,
< 1.10, each chain has to explore all the modes such that variations between
chains are small and equilibrated; but Markov chains can get trapped in a
local mode with extremely low possibilities for transitions between modes.
In these scenarios, R̂ could keep unchanged for an extremely long time.

In this study, we present K-means clustering based R̂ diagnostic to as-
sess convergence of respectively partitioned groups (i.e., each group for each
mode) of multiple chains of mcmc. The posterior distribution is partitioned
into K sub-posterior distributions, p(θ|y) =

∏K
i=1 ωipi(θ|y). For each sub-

posterior distribution pi, which is assumed to be unimodal, mcmc sampling
can be boosted, as random-walk is able to converge quickly to a local mode of
the target distribution; and the traditional R̂ is able to diagnose convergence.
Both partitional and hierarchical clustering methods shall be implemented
anc compared. Due to its simplicity, robustness and speed, K-means is one
of the most popular and widely used methods of clustering. K-means clus-
tering is an expression of alternate minimization that aims at partitioning n
observations (here, multiple chains) into K clusters, in which each observa-
tion belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean (Lloyd, 1982). It utilizes
a centroid-based approach for clustering. In specific, we specify the number
of clusters (K) and the method then identifies which chains belong to which
cluster. K-means++ initialization is further adopted to alleviate a drawback
of the K-means method — randomly generated centroids can be arbitrary
bad. Other variant methods, such as K-median, K-medoids, are applied to
validate the clustering of multiple chains. In most cases, the K is determined
in a heuristic way. Hierarchical clustering, such as, in dendrogram represen-
tation could be another option without finding the optimal K value. After
clustering of multiple chains, we do not need to wait extreme long time to
let each chain explore all the modes, such that R̂ diagnostic behaves well in
each cluster. Further, delayed rejection and adaptive Metropolis strategies
are used to enhance efficiency of the näıve mcmc sampling. Capability of
mcmc to identify multiple modes, along with convergence diagnostic to stop
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sampling, Bayesian inference can be better utilized in the chromatography
field to render versatile information, such as, uncertainty of binding modes
on parameters values that have not been reported.

2. Column models

A serial of mathematical models are concatenated in this study to describe
the whole transport behaviour of studied components between the injector
and the detector of a chromatography equipment, as shown in Fig. 1. Ex-
ternal dispersion effects of the system volume between the injector and the
column are described with a dispersive plug flow reactor (dpfr); external
volume shifts are described with a continuous stirred tank reactor (cstr).
Lines in Fig. 1 do not represent physical tubings, instead just connector of
models. Various levels of mass transfer resistance in the chromatogrpahic
column are described with general rate model (grm). Models between the
column and the detector are mirrored.

Figure 1: Schematic of mathematical models used to describe transport behaviour between
injector and detector of a chromatography equipment. Lines do not represent tubings,
instead just connection. External dispersion effects between injector and column are de-
scribed with dpfr; external volume effects are described with cstr. Mass transfer in the
column is described with grm. Models between column and detector are mirrored in this
study.

2.1. CSTR and DPFR

The cstr is described by:

∂ĉi
∂t

=
Q

V cstr

(
ĉin
i − ĉi

)
(1)

And the dpfr involves convection and dispersion contributions:

∂c̃i
∂t

= −udpfr∂c̃i
∂z

+Ddpfr
ax

∂2c̃i
∂z2

(2)
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with inlet and outlet boundary conditions:

[
udpfrc̃i −Ddpfr

ax

∂c̃i
∂z

]
z=0

= udpfr c̃in
i (3a)

∂c̃i
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=Ldpfr

= 0 (3b)

where c̃i and ĉi are the component concentrations of units dpfr and cstr.
ĉin
i is the injection profile; the inlet profile of the dpfr unit is the outlet

profile of the previous cstr unit, c̃in
i = ĉout

i . Moreover, udpfr, Ddpfr
ax and

Ldpfr denote linear velocity, axial dispersion and length of the dpfr, while
Q and V cstr are the volumetric flow rate and the volume of the cstr.

2.2. General rate model

The grm is used to describe the transport behaviour of components in
the chromatographic column. Convection and axial dispersion in the bulk
liquid are considered, as well as film mass transfer, pore diffusion and surface
diffusion in the porous beads:

∂ci
∂t

= −uint
∂ci
∂z

+Dax
∂2ci
∂z2
− 1− εc

εc

3

rp
kf,i (ci − cp,i(r=rp)) (4a)

∂cp,i
∂t

= Dp,i
1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2∂cp,i

∂r

)
+Ds,i

1

r2

∂

∂r

(
r2∂qi
∂r

)
− 1− εp

εp

∂qi
∂t

(4b)

In Eq. (4), z ∈ [0, L] denotes the axial position where L is the column length,
while r ∈ [0, rp] denotes the radial position where rp is the particle radius.
Furthermore, ci, cp,i and qi denote the interstitial, stagnant and stationary
phase concentrations of component i ∈ {1, . . . ,m} in the column, respec-
tively. t is the time, εc and εp are the column and particle porosities, uint

interstitial velocity; Dax is the axial dispersion coefficient, Dp,i the effective
pore diffusion coefficient, Ds,i the surface diffusion coefficient, and kf,i the
film mass transfer coefficient. At the column inlet (z = 0) and outlet (z = L),
Danckwerts boundary conditions (Barber et al., 1998) are applied:[

uint ci −Dax
∂ci
∂z

]
z=0

= uint c
in
i

∂ci
∂z

∣∣∣∣
z=L

= 0

(5)
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where cin
i = c̃out

i is the inlet concentration of component i. The boundary
conditions at the particle surface (r = rp) and centre (r = 0) are described
by:

[
kf,i cp,i − εpDp,i

∂cp,i
∂r

]
r=rp

= kf,i cp,i(r=rp)

∂cp,i
∂r

∣∣∣∣
r=0

= 0

(6)

2.3. Steric mass-action isotherm

The change rate of the stationary phase concentration, ∂qi
∂t

, in Eq. (4)
is calculated with binding isotherm models. Ion-exchage effects of protein
molecules to the stationary phase can be well-accounted with the steric mass-
action (sma) model (Brooks & Cramer, 1992). The thermodynamic binding
can be considered either in a dynamic form, see Eq. (7a), or an implicit
algebraic form when the binding is quasi-stationary, see Eq. (7b).

∂qi
∂t

= ka,i cp,i q̄
νi
0 − kd,i qi cνip,0 (7a)

qi = keq,i cp,i

(
q̄0

cp,0

)νi
(7b)

where keq,i =
ka,i
kd,i

is the equilibrium constant, ν denotes the characteristic

charge, σ the shielding factor, and Λ the ionic capacity. Component i = 0
is introduced to denote the salt component, such that cp,0 and q̄0 = Λ −∑m

j=1(νj + σj) qj represent salt concentration in the porous stagnant phase
and salt concentration that available for binding in the stationary phase.

2.4. Initial conditions

Apart from boundary conditions, initial conditions are necessary to have
equation solutions. The column is initially empty for all protein components,
except for the stationary phase concentration of salt that was set to the ionic
capacity such that fulfill the electroneutrality condition. The dpfr and cstr
units are initially empty of all components.
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c0(t = 0, z) = 0 ci(t = 0, z) = 0 (8a)

cp,0(t = 0, r) = 0 cp,i(t = 0, r) = 0 (8b)

q0(t = 0, r) = Λ qi(t = 0, r) = 0 (8c)

c̃0(t = 0, z) = 0 c̃i(t = 0, z) = 0 (8d)

ĉ0(t = 0, z) = 0 ĉi(t = 0, z) = 0 (8e)

3. Bayesian inference and MCMC sampling

Consider column models with parameters, η; the unknown parameters
θ = (η; σ̃2) ∈ Rn are estimated from the experimental data, y ∈ Rd×m, where
n is the parameter dimension, d is the number of observation points and m
is the number of components.

3.1. Bayes theorem

In the Bayesian framework, inference conclusions are made in terms of
probabilities, which is used as the fundamental measurement of uncertainties.
Prior distribution, p(θ), likelihood, p(y|θ), marginal distribution, p(y), and
posterior distribution, p(θ|y), are related to each other by the Bayes theorem
(Gelman et al., 2014):

p(θ|y) =
p(y|θ)p(θ)
p(y)

(9)

where p(y) =
∫
p(y, θ) dθ =

∫
p(θ)p(y|θ) dθ. The integral is very hard and

computationally expensive to calculate for multi-dimensional distributions.
Therefore, Bayesian inference is often realized by approximating a unnormal-
ized posterior distribution (Eq. (10)) via sampling (i.e., mcmc). Technically,
the mcmc sampling allows to calculate the constant value, p(y). However,
this is pointless, as 1) it is sufficient to sample from Eq. (10) and 2) integrat-
ing p(y) takes the similar computational effort with calculating the sought
posterior distribution, p(θ|y).

p(θ|y) ∝ p(y|θ)p(θ) (10)

The probabilistic model used in the present study, which is encoded in
the likelihood function, p(y|θ), assumes that the measurements, yT = {yij},
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are corrupted with Gaussian noise:

y ∼ N (ỹ(η),Γ) (11)

The expected value of this distribution is given by the solution of the
mechanistic model, ỹT (η) = {ỹij(η)}, and parameters η, which can be a
subset of the full parameter vector θ. For simplicity, it is assumed that the
noise on each measurement is known, identical and independent, i.e., Γ = σ̃2I
for a given σ̃ > 0. In this case, the likelihood function is given by Eq. (12)
with θ = η.

p(y|θ) =
d∏
j=1

p(yj|θ)

∝ 1

(2πΓ)md/2
exp

(
−1

2

m∑
i=1

(yi − ỹi(η))TΓ−1(yi − ỹi(η))

) (12)

The noise level, σ̃2, can be estimated from the sample variance at a point,
η0, in the parameter space:

σ̃2 ≈ σ̃2
0 =

∑m
i=1 (yi − ỹi(η0))T (yi − ỹi(η0))

md− n (13)

However, this approach has a critical disadvantage that all subsequent in-
ference steps depend on η0 and that it is difficult to find a suitable point η0

as a priori. The problem is circumvented by considering σ̃2 as an additional
parameter to be estimated, i.e., θT = (η, σ̃2). A factorization of the prior
p(θ) = p(η)p(σ̃2) yields the posterior density:

p(θ|y) = p(η, σ̃2|y) ∝ p(y|η, σ̃2) p(η) p
(
σ̃2
)

(14)

The inverse Gamma distribution IG(α0, β0) with parameters α0, β0 > 0 is
taken as prior p(σ̃2), Eq. (15), because then the (conditional) posterior is
again an inverse Gamma distribution (conjugate prior, see Gelman et al.
(2014)).

p
(
σ̃2
)
∝
(
σ̃2
)−α0−1

exp

(
−β0

σ̃2

)
(15)

Using small values for α0, β0, e.g., 0.1, results in a weakly informative prior.
The prior for the column model parameters, p(η), will be specified later.
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3.2. Markov Chain Monte Carlo

Based on the Markov chain theory to generate chains, mcmc is able
to sample from complicated distributions. mcmc is an indirect sampling
method; it generates a sequence of random states, each of which depends
on the previous one. The more states that are collected, the more closely
the distribution of the samples matches the target distribution. Various
mcmc algorithms have been developed, which mainly differ in computational
complexity, robustness, and speed of convergence.

3.2.1. Metropolis algorithm

Metropolis algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953) is one of the blocking
bricks. It is a random-walk algorithm with Gaussian proposal for sampling
the parameters θ. The algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Initialize a starting point, η0, for example, from the prior distribution;
construct a covariance matrix, Σ, for the proposal distribution (Gaus-
sian distribution in the present work).

2. For k = 1, 2, . . . :

• Based on the previous sample, ηk, a candidate η̃ is drawn from
the Gaussian proposal distribution, N (ηk,Σ).

• A ratio γ(η̃, ηk) of posterior distributions of the candidate, η̃, and
the previous sample, ηk, with respect to the desired target distri-
bution is calculated:

γ(η̃, ηk) =
p(η̃|y, σ̃2)

p(ηk|y, σ̃2)
=

p(y|η̃, σ̃2) p(η̃)

p(y|ηk, σ̃2) p(ηk)

= exp

(
−1

2

(
Sη̃ − Sηk

)) p(η̃)

p(ηk)

(16)

The sum of squares in Eq. (16),
∑m

i=1(yi− ỹi(η))TΓ−1(yi− ỹi(η)),
is denoted as Sη.

• The candidate is conditionally accepted with the following prob-
ability, where the random number, β, is drawn from the uniform
distribution on the interval [0, 1].

ηk+1 =

{
η̃ βk 6 min

(
1, γ(η̃, ηk)

)
ηk otherwise

(17)
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• The index k is increased by one and the procedure is repeated
until a stopping criterion is satisfied (e.g., a predefined number of
samples is reached).

Eventually, a sequence of random samples whose distribution approxi-
mates the target density is obtained. In implementation, a portion of samples
(e.g., 25 %) could be discarded as burn-in to diminish the influence of the
starting point, η0. Though the Metropolis algorithm has simple and easy to
implement features, it has low efficiency. In sampling, numerous candidates
can be rejected, resulting slow convergence to the target distribution. Fur-
ther, when one chain is trapped into a local mode, it might never converge
to the target density. Hence, several enhancements have been proposed in
the literature. In this study, an adaptive Metropolis strategy and a delayed
rejection (Haario et al., 2006) are applied to alleviate the drawbacks.

3.2.2. Gibbs sampler

The Metropolis algorithm described above only samples parameters of
the column models η, but the parameter set also includes σ̃2, which has not
been sampled so far. Including σ̃2 in the Metropolis algorithm, i.e., sampling
from the full parameter set θ, is straightforward. However, the prior p(σ̃2) has
been explicitly chosen such that the conditional posterior p(σ̃2|η, y), Eq. (18),
is analytically tractable.

σ̃2|y, η ∼ IG

(
α0 +

md

2
, β0 +

Sη
2

)
(18)

Since it is possible to directly sample from inverse gamma distributions
(Marsaglia & Tsang, 2000), it is more efficient to embed the Metropolis
algorithm sampling η into a Gibbs sampler that samples σ̃2 directly, than
applying the Metropolis algorithm on the full parameter set θ.

A (blocked) Gibbs sampler iteratively sweeps over subsets of parameters
and sequentially updates each parameter subset while fixing the remaining
ones. To this end, each subset is drawn from its respective posterior density
conditioned on the remaining parameters. In the case presented above, the
Gibbs sampling algorithm starting with iteration counter k = 0 and some
initial point θ0 is given as follows.

1. Sample ηk+1 from p(η| (σ̃2)
k
, y) ∝ p(y|η, σ̃2 = (σ̃2)

k
) p(η) using one

iteration of the Metropolis algorithm from Sec. 3.2.1.
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2. Sample (σ̃2)
k+1

from p
(
σ̃2|η=ηk+1, y

)
by drawing from the inverse

Gamma distribution IG
(
α0 + md

2
, β0 +

S
ηk+1

2

)
.

3. Increase counter k by one and repeat the procedure from the first step
until a stopping criterion is satisfied.

3.2.3. Adaptive Metropolis and delayed rejection strategies

The convergence of the Metropolis algorithm can be accelerated by adapt-
ing shape of the proposal distribution (i.e., Gaussian distribution in this
study), as determined by the covariance matrix, Σ. A typical choice for
generating the initial variance-covariance matrix, Σ0, is Fisher information
matrix. Another practical option is to run a pre-simulation beforehand and
then approximate Σ0 from the collected samples. After running sampling at
a fixed length, the covariance matrix Σ is then adapted in regular intervals,
based on the history of the Markov chain. Further details can be found in
He & Zhao (2019).

The sampling robustness and efficiency can be enhanced by delaying the
rejection of candidates. Instead of discarding a proposal, a next stage of the
Metropolis algorithm is performed with a shrunken covariance matrix, aΣ.
Accepting more candidates with cautious moves have benefits of adapting
better shape of Σ matrix at the very beginning, and evolve the proposal
covariance matrix faster to the target density. Further details can be found
in (Haario et al., 2006).

4. Clustering-based R̂ diagnostic

4.1. R̂ diagnostic

Assuming that collected samples from multiple chains here render an
unimodal target so far. Consider that the samples collected from p multi-
ple chains are denoted as Φ ∈ Rk×n×p; samples for an estimated parameter
θ` (` ∈ {1, . . . , n}) are labelled as Φ`

κ,%, (κ ∈ {1, . . . , k}, % ∈ {1, . . . , p}). As
introduced, the potential scale reduction factor (Gelman et al., 2014) is ap-
plied in this study to assess convergence conditions. It is a square root of
the ratio of sample variances, which is based on between- and within-chain
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variances:

R̂` =

√
v̂ar+(W ,B)

W (19a)

B =
k

p− 1

p∑
%=1

(
Φ̄`
.% − Φ̄`

..

)2
(19b)

W =
1

p

p∑
%=1

s2
% (19c)

Note that the burn-in part has been discarded in length of the chains k here.
Φ̄`
.% = 1

k

∑k
κ=1 Φ`

κ,% is the mean value of the chain %. Φ̄`
.. is the mean value

of the mean vector of p chains, 1
p

∑p
%=1 Φ̄`

.%. Thus, B defines the between-

chain variance; s2
% denotes the within-chain variance of the chain %. The

sample variance, v̂ar+(W ,B), is estimated by a weighted average of W and
B, namely

v̂ar+(W ,B) =
k − 1

k
W +

1

k
B (20)

Upon convergence of the mcmc algorithm diagnosed by R̂ diagnostic, the
samples collected, since then, from the multiple chains can be mixed up to
approximate the target distribution. The effective number of independent
draws (i.e., effective sample size) for any optimized parameter θ` can be
estimated from Eq. (21).

neff =
p k

1 + 2
∞∑
t=1

ρt

(21)

where ρt is the autocorrelation of the mixed-up chain of the parameter θ` at
lag t; In practice, however, we barely have a finite simulation length, so the
calculation has to be approximated.

4.2. K-means clustering

Clustering is a powerful tool for analyzing structures of datasets. Var-
ious clustering algorithms are available, all of which take slightly different
approaches and might produce slightly different results. Centroid-based clus-
tering, K-means, and its variants are used in this study. We firstly introduce
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the idea with the demonstration of K-means. The K-means algorithm here
can be replaced with its variants and even hierarchical methods without los-
ing generality. K-means aims at partitioning observations into K clusters,
in which each observation belongs to the cluster with the nearest mean. In
this study, observations are p multiple chains from the mcmc sampling.

The basic idea is that when the posterior distribution (cf. Eq. (10)) is
rough and multi-modal, we could partition it into K sub-posterior distribu-
tions:

p(θ|y) =
K∏
j=1

ωj pj(θ|y) (22)

where ωj are the weights. For each sub-posterior distribution, at least one
of p chains are triggered to sample its target density. Therefore, the K
clusters of chains definitely have different convergence rate; different cluster of
chains might be transitional between each other with rather low probability.
However, the mcmc sampling can only be stopped (e.g., R̂ diagnostic) when
each chain traverse all the target densities of the posterior distribution.

The key idea is that before applying R̂ diagnostic to assess convergence of
all the chains, K-means clustering (Lloyd, 1982) is firstly applied to partition
the p chains into K groups. For each cluster of K (which is assumed to be

unimodal), the collected samples from mcmc are assessed with R̂ diagnostic.

It is asserted to be converged when R̂ is below a threshold (e.g., 1.10) for
each of K cluster, instead waiting extreme long time to let each chain tra-
verse all the modes. An extension of the idea to K-means variants and even
hierarchical methods is straightforward.

Assume the dataset requires classification is denoted as X ∈ Rp×q, that is
consisted of p chains, each chain x% has dimension of q, where % ∈ {1, . . . , p}:

X = [x1, . . . , x%, . . . , xp]
T (23)

The centroid of each cluster is denoted as µj, j ∈ {1, . . . , K}, such that
U ∈ RK×q:

U = [µ1, . . . , µj, . . . , µK ]T (24)

Binary indicators zj% associated to x% are introduced such that zj% = 1 if x%
belongs to the cluster j, zj% = 0 if not. The Euclidean distance L between
each chain x% and its belonging centroid µj (a. k. a. distortion) is calculated
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as:

L(µ, z) =

p∑
%=1

K∑
j=1

zj% ‖x% − µj‖2 (25)

The K-means algorithm is proceeded as follows:

1. apply traditional R̂` to each model parameter θ`, ∀` ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If

R̂` < 1.10 ∀`, the mcmc sampling is stalled.

2. otherwise

(a) specify a value of K. Choosing a proper K depends on datasets
and is primarily subjective. Finding the optimal K value shall be
introduced in Section 4.3.

(b) randomly generate K centroids in q dimension, U . The randomly
generated centroids can be arbitrarily bad. K-means++ algo-
rithm is used to address this problem. A procedure is imple-
mented to initialize the cluster centers before proceeding with the
K-means iterations. With the K-means++ initialization, it is
guaranteed to find a solution that is O(logK) competitive to the
optima (Arthur & Vassilvitskii, 2006).

(c) assign chains X to the generated centroids U , by calculating Eu-
clidean distance, Eq. (25), from every chain to every centroid. We
then take the closet centroid for each chain and assign it to that
cluster.

(d) re-calculate the centroid U . Thereafter, we compute the mean for
each assigned cluster and place the centroid on the mean value.

(e) repeat step (c) and (d) until convergence.

One thing deferred here is what actually X ∈ Rp×q is? As the chain
matrix collected from sampling, Φk×n×p, is multi-dimensional, which can not
be transferred to use K-means algorithms directly. A mapping function is
applied to reduce dimension such that to have X in Eq. (23):

f :
(
Φ ∈ Rk×n×p) 7→ (

X ∈ Rp×q) (26)

The samples for each model parameter, θ%` , ` ∈ {1, . . . , n}, of chain % with
length of k are represented with probability density, h%` . Kernel smoothing
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function estimate can be used to generate discrete points of h%` ∈ Rq, where
q = n s and s is an user-defined parameter:

h%` = f
(
Φ`
.%, s
)

(27)

Then, the kernel estimates of n parameters are concatenated into a row
vector,

x% = [h%1, . . . , h
%
` , . . . , h

%
n] (28)

Lastly, the dataset for classification, X ∈ Rp×q, in constructed from

X = [x1, . . . , x%, . . . , xp]
T (29)

In the framework of Bayesian inference, kernel density might be a good choice
with high sensitivity for constructing dataset for mode clustering.

4.3. Optimal K

The choice of K is not universal. As observed, when K increases the
distortion L decreases, until it reaches 0 when K = p (each data is the center
of its own). Therefore, a penalty item over K can be added to the original
distortion, L, resulting in a new minimization problem:

L(µ, z,K) =

p∑
%=1

K∑
j=1

‖x% − µj‖2 + λK (30)

However, the choice of λ is also arbitrary or heuristic again. Another option
is that running the K-means algorithm over a linear range of K values, then
an elbow method is used to determine the optimal K value from the Kvs. L
figure. The latter scheme is adopted in our study.

5. Case study

Fig. 1 depicts a general picture of column models; models can be omitted
to be suitable for different case studies in the chromatographic field. For
instance, the grm can be omitted to account for column bypass experiments
to identify hold-up volumes. Description of guard columns before/after the
main column are adequate with dpfr in some scenarios.

The multi-modal identification using Bayesian inference and mcmc sam-
pling and clustering-based R̂ diagnostic is demonstrated in ion-exchange
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chromatography with lysozyme as target protein. The sma model is required
for describing gradient elution experiments and, consequently, the grm also
includes a salt component. Surface diffusion in Eq. (4) is not considered in
the porous volume.

The unknown model parameters are estimated using Bayesian inference.
Parameters of the column models Ldpfr, Ddpfr

ax , V cstr, εc, Dax, εp, Dp, kf , keq,
ν, σ are estimated. The remaining parameters, namely column length, L, and
particle diameter, rp, are known. The linear flow rates in the dpfr, udpfr, and
column, uint, are calculated from the volumetric flow rate and the respective
cross-sectional areas. The time-dependent inlet concentrations of salt and
protein, cin

i , are used as boundary conditions. The outlet of previous unit
is used as the inlet of the downstreaming unit. Uniform prior distributions
between upper and lower boundaries are defined for each parameter. The
parameters of the inverse Gamma distribution in Eq. (15) are chosen as
α0 = 0.5 and β0 = 0.5 σ̃2

0. Posterior distributions are visualized by applying
a kernel density estimator, matlab command ksdensity, as well as the
mapping of Eq. (27).

The orders of magnitude of the model parameters are harmonized by ap-
plying a logarithmic transformation previous to parameter estimation. Con-
sequently, the estimation procedure operates on the exponents, ρ = ln(η),
instead of the original parameter values, η = exp(ρ). This changes the pos-
terior density due to the change of variables theorem.

p(ρ, σ̃|y) ∝ p(y| exp(ρ), σ̃) p(exp(ρ)) p
(
σ̃2
) n∏
i=1

exp(ρi) (31)

Note that exp(ρ) is understood component-wise in Eq. (31). The inverse
transform, η = exp(ρ), is applied after the estimation procedure.

The grm is solved using the chromatography analysis and design toolkit
(cadet) which is freely available as open-source software (https://github.
com/modsim/CADET). The column is discretized using 100 axial elements, and
the particles are discretized using 10 radial elements. Parameter estimation
using Bayesian inference and mcmc sampling is implemented in a separate
package that is available under the same conditions (https://github.com/
modsim/CADET-MCMC).
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6. Experiment

Prepacked 1 mL sp Sepharose ff HiTrap columns from ge Healthcare
were used. They have a length of L = 2.5 · 10−2 m and an inner diameter of
dc = 7 · 10−3 m. The particle radius is rp = 4.5 · 10−5 m. Experiments were
performed using an äkta pure 25 L system (ge Healthcare, Little Chalfont,
uk) controlled by the Unicorn 6.4 software (ge Healthcare). The flow rate
of Q = 8.33 · 10−9 m3 s−1 was kept constant in all experiments. Ultrapure
water was prepared with an arium pro vf system (Sartorius, Göttingen,
Germany) and used in all experiments. Monosodium phosphate dihydrate,
and disodium phosphate dihydrate (buffer) were purchased from Carl Roth
(Karlsruhe, Germany). Lysozyme from chicken egg white (L4919) was pur-
chased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, usa).

In the elution experiments, 0.1 mL of 0.2 mM lysozyme solution, prepared
by dissolving 0.2 mmol lysozyme in 20 mM phosphate buffer with a pH of 7.0,
was loaded to the column. The column was then equilibrated with 20 mM
phosphate buffer at pH 7.0 for 10 cv (1155 s). The elution buffer contained
500 mM sodium chloride dissolved in 20 mM phosphate buffer with a final
pH of 7.0.

Experiments with lysozyme were performed in a step elution mode. First,
cin

lyz = 0.2 mol m−3 of protein was loaded to the column for tload = 12.6 s at
a salt concentration of cin

0 = 20 mol m−3. The column was then washed for
twash = 578.4 s at the same salt concentration. The bound proteins were
then eluted by increasing the salt concentration from cin

0 = 20 mol m−3 to
526 mol m−3 over time of 10 cv (1155 s).

7. Results and discussion

The lysozyme step elution data are used for estimating the model param-
eters. Uniform distributions with upper and lower limits shown in Tab. 1
were used for these parameters. The ionic capacity of the sma, Λ, has a
distribution as it depends on the total porosity, εt = εc + (1− εc)εp.

Λ =
cin,sV

tit

(1− εt)V col
(32)

In Eq. (32), cin,s = 10 mol m−3 and V tit = 19.25 · 10−6 m3 are the titration
concentration and volume, and V col = 9.62 · 10−7 m3 is the volume of the
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empty column without particles (Osberghaus et al., 2012b). The ionic ca-
pacity was determined using the method described by Huuk et al. (2014).

Table 1: Upper and lower bounds of uniform prior distributions.

Lpfr Dpfr
ax V str Dax εc kf Dp εp keq ν σ

min 0.01 10−12 10−11 10−12 0.01 10−9 10−12 0.40 10−3 1.0 4.0
max 1.00 10−8 10−7 10−7 0.90 10−4 10−7 0.99 1.0 30 80

7.1. Clustering and diagnostic of MCMC chains

Six mcmc sampling chains were triggered in this study as we have to
consider the capacity of our computing node. It could apply to more parallel
chains without losing generality; it is even more powerful to implement the
proposed method on gpu. Hereafter, the six chains are denoted with ran-
domly generated alphabets for convenience, i.e., e, k, r, u, w, x. The sampling
length of e, k, r, u, w, x chains is [148 582, 143 388, 148 186, 147 701, 147 594, 144 960],

respectively; the total mixing length is 880 411. If the R̂ diagnostic is applied
to the six parallel sampling chains, it returns a vector with respect to the
model parameters:

R̂ = [1.01, 1.01, 1.03, 1.02, 1.02, 1.13, 1.76, 1.08, 1.28, 1.49, 1.02] (33)

which definitely turns out to be non-converged, when the threshold is 1.20.
Interestingly, as observed in Fig. 2, the R̂ vector is almost unchanged since the
sampling length, 50 000, instead it is even getting worse when the sampling
length is longer. We could bravely speculate that the R̂ vector would not
be improved so much even the sampling length is doubled (then, the mixing

length is around 2 · 106). This is an evidence that the traditional R̂ diagnostic
do not behave well when the target distribution is rough and multi-modal.
It might work when the simulation is infinitely long; but, the computation
cost is unbearable. Further, R̂ values of Dp, keq and ν parameters are higher
than 1.20; more attention should be paid to these parameters.

After applying the presented K-means based R̂ diagnostic to the respec-
tively collected samples of the e, k, r, u, w, x chains, it indicates that there are
K = 3 clusters of the six chains (cf. Appendix A for finding the optimal
K value). To be specific, {w} is a group that differs with all the remaining
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Figure 2: R̂ evolution from sampling length of 50000 to 70000. 0 : 10 corresponds to the
index of model parameters Lpfr, Dpfr

ax , V str, εc, Dax, εp, Dp, kf , keq, ν, and σ. R̂ values
of Dp, keq and ν parameters are higher than 1.20.

chains; {e, r, x} is a group that renders a mode, while {k, u} renders the

another one. The R̂ diagnostic vectors for {e, r, x} and {k, u} groups are
respectively,[

1.01, 1.01, 1.01, 1.00, 1.02, 1.03, 1.01, 1.01, 1.01, 1.03, 1.01
1.02, 1.00, 1.00, 1.00, 1.05, 1.00, 1.18, 1.06, 1.23, 1.19, 1.01

]
(34)

Note that the R̂ value of {w} group can not be calculated as there is only one
chain. The {e, r, x} turns out to be converged as the highest value is below
1.10. Assuming the clustering of multiple chains is a priori and their conver-
gence rates are monitored separately at the very beginning. When the sam-
pling length is k = 18 491, R̂{e,r,x} < 1.20; when k = 39 068, R̂{e,r,x} < 1.10.
Both of them are way shorter than the current sampling length ca. 1.45 · 105.

Other variants of the K-means method have been cross-validated to see
if other K values would be reported. K-medoids is a clustering algorithm
which is more robust and resilient to outliers compared to the K-means, as
it chooses the actual data points as the prototypes. A subroutine, kmedoids,
from the matlab has been used, where the partitioning around medoids
(pam) algorithm and the squared Euclidean distance were used. The K
vs. L plot was shown in Appendix A. All the results from the K-means,
K-medoids, K-medians and dendrogram agree with each other.

Finding the optimal K value would be a critical point. The elbow finding
algorithm used in this study is not general enough. However, it does work
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Figure 3: Dendrogram of the sampling chains

in our case study. Optimal K searching strategy would be improved later
in our work. Dendrogram, which depicts the hierarchical relationship among
objects (e.g., chains) in tree branches, can also be applied here, see Fig. 3.
In this representation, we do need to worry about the determination of K
value. It further elucidates that in the {e, r, x} group, e and r chains are in
closer relation. The application of the proposed convergence diagnostic can
be applied either online or offline.

7.2. Multi-modal posterior distributions

The K = 3 modes of posterior distributions from the {e, r, x}, {k, u}
and w groups are overlapped for comparison here. For bounded and tailing
target distributions, mcmc sampling takes extremely long time to converge
to satisfy the R̂ ≈ 1 criterion. Thus, for target distributions that are far
from normal in high dimensional space, we have generally been satisfied with
setting 1.1 or even 1.2 as the threshold. Mixing length of 83 167 has been
collected from the {e, r, x} cluster to generate the posterior distributions,
while length of 39 506 collected from the {k, u} cluster. Regarding the {w}
cluster where the R̂ diagnostic can not be applied, the chain with burned-in
length of 50 000 was used. The model parameters are catalogued into system,
column and particle and binding properties.

7.2.1. System properties

The effects of system volumes within frits, tubing, pumps, valves and
detector is characterized by the dpfr and cstr models, which can also be
experimentally described with detached column and acetone and dextran as
tracers. However, due to high molecular weight of the dextran, unexpected
diffusion behaviour of dextran molecules might be observed. Karlsson (2004)
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Figure 4

and Persson (2004) have reported that the dextran can partially penetrate
the particle pores. Two identical dpfr and cstr units in a mirrored way
(cf. Fig. 1) are implemented in this case study. For the given flow rate,
Q = 8.33 · 10−9 m3 s−1, and tubing radius, rt = 2.5 · 10−4 m, these two models
are uniquely determined by three parameters, namely dpfr length, Ldpfr,
axial dispersion, Ddpfr

ax , and cstr volume, V cstr.
For the system properties, distributions of K = 3 modes are consistent

with each other, see Fig. 4. Therefore, system properties do not render
multi-modality and can be well-identified. The distributions of system prop-
erties are slightly rough in the shape of curves, see Fig. 4. Longer sampling
length could polish the roughness of the distributions (e.g., Fig. 4a); but, the
roughness does not significantly disturb the inference here. Dispersion of the
system volumes is located around 10−11 m2 s−1, which turns out to be smaller
than that of the interstitial and porous volumes. The systematic hold-up vol-
umes are calculated as V tot = (ALdpfr + V cstr) × 2, and the distribution is
shown in Fig. 4d. As seen in Fig. 4d, the total hold-up volumes is between
10−7 m3 and 2 · 10−7 m3.
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Figure 5: Fourth stage results (separate analysis), binding properties from lysozyme step
and gradient elution. Results of simultaneous analysis are shown for comparison (all).
Posterior distributions in range plot mode (a-k), and total porosity (l).

7.2.2. Column and particle properties

Column properties are characterized with model parameters of column
porosity, εc, axial dispersion, Dax, while particle properties by particle poros-
ity, εp, pore diffusion, Dp and film mass transfer, kf . For the column prop-
erties, distributions of K = 3 modes still agree with each other. However,
for the particle properties, inconsistency among modes in the distribution
of pore diffusion, Dp, is observed. Thus, identification of particle properties
could result in multi-modality.

Judging from the shapes of the distributions (cf. Fig. 5), they are well-
determined. Specifically, dispersion of the interstitial volume (ca. Dax =
4.0 · 10−10 m2 s−1) is larger than that of the porous volume (ca. Dp = 7.0 · 10−11 m2 s−1),
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which meets our expectation. The film mass transfer coefficient is peaked
aroud 10−5 m s−1; the particle porosity is peaked around 0.69. The coefficient
values do generally agree with literature, even though data for the same sta-
tionary phase and flow conditions is unavailable. For sp Sepharose ff a value
of Dax = 1.57 · 10−10 m2 s−1 has been published (Osberghaus et al., 2012b).
A pore diffusion coefficient, Dp = 6.07 · 10−11 m2 s−1 and film mass transfer of
kf = 6.90 · 10−6 m s−1 in Püttmann et al. (2013). The distribution of column
porosity, εc, peaked around 0.07 and with extremely low possibilities on 0.15,
is unexpected and abnormal, as it is way smaller than the normal values, e.g.,
0.20. Traub (2005) has experimentally reported a range between [0.50, 0.90]
for εp, a range between [0.26, 0.48] for εc. This can be partially attributed
to the mirror implementation of dpfr and cstr after the column, which
might occupy more porosities from the column side. Running simulations
without the identical Ldpfr value can validate it. Smaller values can also be
potentially explained by mechanical compression during column packing and
salt elution. The value of total porosity, εt, is also slightly smaller than the
reported values, see Fig. 5f.

7.2.3. Binding properties
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Figure 6

Binding behaviour of the component onto the stationary phase is de-
scribed with the sma isotherm. The binding parameters at this stage, keq, ν,
σ, are not well-identified, as K = 3 modes renders three different distribu-
tions of parameters keq and ν. Notably, the distribution of steric factor has
two modes, with one mode peaked around 5.0 and another mode around 35.
Osberghaus et al. (2012a) have reported values spread over a wide range from
σ = 20 to σ = 50, which agrees with our results. The equilibrium constant,
keq, has most probable value between 0.3 and 0.5; this slightly differs with
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the literature values, keq = 0.04 (Osberghaus et al., 2012b), keq = 0.14 (Os-
berghaus et al., 2012c) and keq = 0.27 (Osberghaus et al., 2012a), reported
for lysozyme on sp Sepharose ff at pH at 7.0 using the inverse methods.
Values of ν = 3.37 (Osberghaus et al., 2012a), ν = 3.40 (Osberghaus et al.,
2012c) and ν = 4.72 (Osberghaus et al., 2012b) have been published for
lysozyme on sp Sepharose ff at pH 7.0, which agrees well with our results.

Therefore, binding parameters are relatively harder to identify in com-
parison with other model parameters, and have higher probability results in
multi-modality in model calibration or parameter estimation. The long tail-
ing of steric factor (this observation follows our general experience that it is
often poorly determined), σ, could be a clue of re-orientation of lysozyme.

8. Conclusion

Bayesian inference and mcmc algorithm are promising in rendering pos-
terior distributions of model parameters upon uncertainties from experi-
ments and models. Difficulties in convergence diagnostic resulted from multi-
modality of the target distribution can be solved with the proposed clustering-
based R̂ diagnostic.

Both partitional (K-means and its variants, e.g., K-medians, K-medoids)
and hierarchical (dendrogram representation) clustering methods have been
tested and cross-validated with each other in this study, and consistent results
have been observed. The consistency of clustering among various methods
might be attributed to the mapping implementation from model parameter
values to smooth kernel density functions. Such implementation extracts
distinct features of the model parameter space, such as the Perron cluster
analysis method that leverages eigen vales.

By utilizing the partitional clustering methods, it is challenging to esti-
mate the correct number of clusters (K). Researchers have proposed promi-
nent methods for addressing the challenge; they would be considered in our
later work. It is straightforward and convenient to extend the clustering
methods used in this study to other methods, e.g., the Perron cluster analy-
sis. Due to the computing capacity of our node, rather small parallel chains
had been used. It would be more powerful to utilize more parallel mcmc
sampling chains or gpu source. We would be rather positive on robustness
of the clustering methods used in this study on large number of parallel
chains.
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Appendix A. Finding optimal K value

In this study, the optimal K value is determined firstly by running the
K-means algorithm over a linear range of the K values (i.e., from 1 to p = 6).
Unarguably, this method is raw, but it works so far. Thereafter, the elbow
method is used to detect the optimal K value from the K vs. L plot, see
Fig. A.7.
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Figure A.7: Distortion values over linear cluster values of two partitional clustering meth-
ods.
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The distortion values are calculated from Eq. (25); although different clus-
tering methods were used, the squared Euclidean distance was the same. As
shown in Fig. A.7, the optimal K value can be claimed to be 3 from both the
K-means and the K-medoids methods. Subroutines of kmeans and kmedoids

from the matlab were used. The elbow searching method used in this study
is taken from the MathWorks center, see https://www.mathworks.com/

matlabcentral/fileexchange/35094-knee-point for more detailed infor-
mation.
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